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Respect &
Responsibility
As a parent, you want your teenager to be both respectful and responsible. Together, these important character
traits not only make a teen more pleasant to live with—
they can enhance her self-esteem and help her succeed in
school, at work, and beyond. Here are ways to encourage
respect and responsibility in your child.

Respect yourself
People who respect themselves believe others should treat
them well, and they in turn are more likely to treat others
with respect.
Expect respect. Let your child know that she deserves to

be respected by friends. For example, she should be able to
share opinions without being made fun of. Or she should be
able to make her own decisions about where to spend time
or with whom—without being criticized for her choices.
Together, make a list of ways that people can show respect
for each other. She can use that as a measure for whether her
relationships are respectful ones.
Consider yourself. When your teen stands up for her
beliefs or says no to things that make her uncomfortable, she
is showing self-respect. Also, she demonstrates respect for
herself when she gives
her best to her commitments, including
schoolwork, afterschool activities, or
a part-time job. For
instance, doing
homework carefully
and arriving for her
job on time show that
she takes pride in her
work.

Respect others
When your teen is respectful of others, it can help him
connect better with siblings, peers, teachers, and bosses.

Show respect. Your child should think about how his

actions—and his words—affect others. Do they make people
feel valued? For instance, is he honest and direct with his
friends, rather than talking behind their backs or putting
them down in front of others? Does he demonstrate respect
for your privacy by keeping family confidences? Encourage
him to think about who he respects and what traits those
people have. That will help him understand what respect
looks and feels like.
Model what you mean. Your teenager will learn best by
following your example. Try to
let him see you being respectful to others by listening
politely when people
disagree with you. Also,
you can demonstrate
respect for your child
by following through on
your promises to him or
apologizing when you
make a mistake. If he is
disrespectful, you have
another chance to model respect. Focus on his behavior in a
calm way (“I don’t like the way you are speaking to me”) rather
than attacking him (“You are so rude!”). He will see that you
can disagree with someone in a respectful way.
Tip: Reinforce the behavior that you would like to see by
showing that you notice when he behaves respectfully. For example, if he tells you he was upset when you mentioned his grades
in front of his aunt, you might say, “I really appreciate your waiting until we got home to talk about it. I’m sure that was hard for
you not to say something then. Let’s discuss it now.”
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Be a good sport

on. If something breaks, he should make sure it gets fixed.
Note: He should also take care of others’ belongings. If he borrows something from a friend or relative, he should return it
on time—and in the same condition it was in when he got it.

Student athletes who treat opponents, teammates,
coaches, and officials with dignity are always winners. Share
these ways your child can show respect on the field or court:
● Shake hands with opponents before a game. After the
game, shake hands or give high fives and nicely say, “Good
game.”
● Accept officials’
calls gracefully.

Take personal responsibility. Your child should know

that he is responsible for the choices he makes—and for accepting the consequences for those decisions. Point out that as your
child gets older, he is more and more responsible for his own
happiness, too. Suggest that he consider his own strengths and
abilities and use them to plan for the future. Also, encourage
him to take care of his body by getting enough sleep (at least
8–9 hours), eating nutritious foods, and being physically active
for an hour a day.

● Play by the

rules, regardless
of whether actions
can be seen from
the sidelines.

Responsible to others

● Avoid “trash talking” to opponents
or “showboating”
(victory dances,
bragging).

Being dependable means behaving in a way that allows
others to rely on you.
Hold her accountable. If your adolescent forgets about

chores or lets duties
slide, you might
remind her with
a simple phrase
(“Lawn”) or
simply point to
what needs to
be done (lawn
that needs to
be mowed). But
don’t do the job
for her. Then, if she fails
to follow through, enforce whatever
consequence you’ve decided on beforehand (“No going to the movies tonight
since you didn’t finish your chores”).
For regular chores or responsibilities,
you might consider writing a plan and having her sign it. (“I will
clean my bathroom by Sunday night each week. I understand I
won’t be able to use the computer until it’s done.”) That way,
you both know what’s expected.

You can also set an example of respectful behaviors for
your teen when you’re watching a sporting event. How?
● Offer encouragement (“Way to go!”), and refrain from
booing or making insults or negative remarks.
● Be polite to opposing teams and their fans (say hello,

congratulate them on a win).
● Clap for good plays even if your child is not the one who

made them.
● Discuss concerns with your teen’s coach privately, rather

than in front of your child or other fans.

Responsible to yourself
Being a responsible individual starts with your teen being
responsible to himself.
Care for belongings. Whether it’s electronics, text-

books, or bedroom
furniture, encourage
your teen to be
responsible for his
things. He might
put items away
when he stops using
them so they don’t
get lost or stepped

Point out the impact. You might shed light on how being
responsible benefits your teen. When she shows you she can
take care of responsibilities, she earns your trust and perhaps
more freedom. Also, you could discuss how her actions affect
others if she fails to follow through. For example, if she promises a club advisor to set up a meeting and doesn’t do it, the
club may not be able to register for an important event. That
affects everyone in the club and could also influence her relationships with her peers.
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Three Keys to

High School
Success
Your high schooler probably has a lot to juggle: challenging classes, extracurricular activities, friends, family
commitments, and possibly a part-time job. How can he
thrive in school?
Knowing how to get organized, manage his time, and
study efficiently can help him do his best. Share these
strategies to help your child succeed in high school.

Organization
Being organized lets your teen be more productive, because
she’ll have what she needs when she needs it. Suggest that she
try these ideas.
Create a workspace. Your child should have a comfortable
place to work that’s well lit and free from distractions. It’s
best if she finds a place she can dedicate to schoolwork so she
starts associating it with getting things done. She may be better off working at a desk in her room or at the kitchen table
rather than on her bed or the couch by the TV. Wherever she
works, she needs room to spread out materials. Hint: Cleaning
out her workspace on occasion (say, once a month) can help
her stay organized.
Stock supplies. Keeping graph paper, index cards, highlighters, and other supplies on hand will help your teenager stay
on task—he won’t have to stop what he’s doing to search
for them. At the
beginning of the
school year or
semester, suggest
that he inventory
what he has and
make a list of
what he needs
to buy or find

around the house. As the year continues, he should keep an
eye on what’s getting low.
If your child works in a common space like the dining
room table, he might want to make a portable supply kit. He
could fill a plastic tote or shoebox with his supplies. Then,
each day when he’s finished, he should put everything away.
Sort papers. Multiple classes mean several sets of books and
notebooks, only some
of which need to come
home on any given day.
Your high schooler can
keep track by using
separate color-coded
materials for each class
so she can easily spot
history (red binder
and folder) or calculus
(blue binder and
folder). Hint: Using
loose-leaf binders for
notes and handouts
instead of spiral notebooks
makes it easier to move or add papers.
Each week, your child should sort papers from the week
before. She can file them in binders or folders. Tip: Having a
three-hole punch nearby can make this task easier.

continued
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Time
management

Avoid procrastination. If your teen
has a tendency to
procrastinate, suggest that he tell
himself things like,
“Do it now, and
I can have a fun
weekend.”
He can also set
a timer for 10 minutes and start on
something he doesn’t
want to do, telling
himself he can stop
when the time is up. Odds are, he’ll probably get into the
project and keep going.

Knowing what’s on her agenda
will give your teen a sense of control and help prevent stress. It can
also ensure that she has time for
everything from schoolwork to
socializing. Here are some tips to
help her get a handle on her day.
Keep calendars and to-do
lists. Your child needs to see how
much time she has and how she
uses it. Suggest that she use a
daily planner to schedule her time
in half-hour increments and keep the planner with her at
school so she can update it with assignments, tests, and
due dates.
Also, reviewing her planner each night or in the morning
will prepare her for the day ahead. She could transfer big
items to a master calendar on her bulletin board or wall so
she can see them at a glance. She can also use sticky notes
on mirrors or dressers for reminders.

Studying
Good study skills help your high schooler be efficient so he
can get the most out of what he learns in school in the least
amount of time. Smart students know secrets like these.

Schedule study time. Encourage your high schooler to set
aside specific times to study, picking periods when he’s more
alert. Idea: Have him experiment with different times and see
what works best. Also, he should plan short breaks (maybe a
10-minute walk around the block after a 50-minute study session). Have him review his schedule weekly—he may need to
make adjustments for evening activities or work.
To get the most from his day, your teen should also take
advantage of free time in his schedule. During study hall,
between school and sports practice or club meetings, or while
riding in the car, he can review notes, study vocabulary, or go
over end-of-chapter questions.
Overcome time wasters.
Help your child learn to say
“no” to distractions that
can throw her off track.
Say a friend calls to ask
her to go to the mall
when she’s supposed to
be researching a science project. She can
simply say, “Today’s
not good. How about
Thursday?”
Have her turn off her cell phone completely and stay off
Facebook or instant-messaging sites when she’s doing homework or studying. That way, she won’t be tempted to check a
vibrating phone or a beeping computer.

Start at school. Studying doesn’t begin when your teen sits
down at home to do his work—it starts when he’s in school
each day. Being in class, listening, taking good notes, and participating in discussions are a big boon to your child’s learning. Then, when he reviews at home, it’s the second time he’s
seeing the material, making it easier to remember.
Stay focused. Study time doesn’t benefit your teenager if her
mind wanders. She can learn to stay focused with some simple techniques. For instance, she might notice a stray thought
and remind herself, “Be here now,” or she could visualize
the thought in her mind and “watch” it float away. Getting
enough sleep and eating nutritious foods (fruit, vegetables,
protein) can also help your teen focus, since they fuel her
body and boost brainpower.
Shape information. Working with information is like molding clay on a pottery wheel. Your high schooler can
take the material and shape it into any
form that makes sense so he can use
it. When reviewing notes or reading
his textbook, he might create
charts, graphs, or drawings so
data is visual and easy to digest
(for example, a chart of survey
results or a picture demonstrating a math formula). Or
he can pull out crucial points
and make study sheets for
quick review.
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PARENTING

Through the Teen Years

“I’m taking the car now. See you later.”
High school students love their independence!
Here are tips to foster that independence in your
teen, while still setting limits and helping him grow
into a responsible adult.

Allow options
Let your teen make his own decisions, within boundaries. For example,
rather than assigning chores, you can
post a job board on the refrigerator and
ask him to sign up for at
least two a week. Instead
of dictating homework
time, have him decide
whether after school
or after dinner works
best for him. Allowing
him to make his own
choices will build his
confidence and teach
him responsibility, too.

Know her friends
You may know your child’s schedule,
but not all her friends. Let her invite
several to dinner, or suggest that she
throw a pizza party over the weekend.
You’ll get to see who your teen is hanging out with and also how she interacts
with other kids.

Choose your battles
Try to focus on the major issues that
are important to your high schooler’s
well-being. Before getting into a fight
with him, ask yourself, “Is there a good
reason to be upset about this?” While
his wild new haircut may surprise you,
you probably want to concentrate more
on his overall behavior and attitude
toward school.

Attend events
They may not always show it, but
teens still want you by their side at
important events. Add your high
schooler’s activities (band concerts,
theater performances, games, award
ceremonies) to your calendar, and
attend when you can. These events
provide the chance for you to take
pride in his accomplishments and let
him know you care.

Communicate creatively
Think about
new ways to talk
with your teenager. Consider
going on a day
trip to a favorite place or setting aside weekend time to plan a
summer vacation together. Take extra
time to chat at the dinner table, after
a game, or on the way to activities.
Through casual conversations, you’ll
learn about your child’s interests and
goals — and perhaps get an opportunity
to help with her daily challenges.

Set limits
Teenagers need limits to balance
against their increasing freedoms. You’ll
want to set guidelines for curfew,
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driving privileges, and dating. Discuss
your rules, and lay out consequences
ahead of time for breaking them. Try
to make the consequence fit the rule.
Example: Your teen loses use of the car
for bringing it home late.

Encourage safe dating
Your high schooler seems to be
spending all her free time with her boyfriend. You’re concerned that they’re
spending too much time together.
Instead of a lecture, try a different
approach.
Encourage your teenager to
include her boyfriend in family
events, such as game night.
She’ll see that having a boyfriend doesn’t mean she can’t
also enjoy family — and you’ll
be providing a safe way for them
to be together.

Listen carefully
If your teen opens up about school
or friends, try not to cast judgment or
react negatively. Be glad he’s talking to
you! As he speaks, make eye contact,
and avoid distractions like the phone,
computer, or kitchen chores. Focus on
listening to his words and following up
on what he says, rather than using his
talk time to plan what you want to
say next.
continued
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Discuss risky
behavior

Help with study skills
High school means more
projects and papers, which may
be overwhelming to your teenager.
Show her how to break down a longterm project into smaller parts. Let her
practice making an oral presentation in
front of you at home. You might look
for a study skills course at your local
library or community center to help
her improve her work.

Watch the web
Although the Internet has wonderful
resources, it raises a potential red flag
for teenagers. Teach your child to
protect his privacy if he uses social
networking sites such as Twitter or
Facebook. Check on sites he’s visiting,
and make sure he doesn’t give out any
identifying information (name, age,
school, address, city). Consider purchasing an inexpensive software
program, such as CyberPatrol or Safe
Eyes, that can block your teen’s access
to inappropriate websites.
And make rules about the
amount of time your child
is allowed to
spend on
the Internet.

Talk to your high
schooler regularly about
alcohol and drugs.
Together, look up information (a good place to
start is http://teens.drug
abuse.gov). Discuss the
peer pressure she may
face (“Oh, come on. Just
try it!”), and brainstorm
ways to respond (say,
“No, thanks,” and walk
away). Let your child
know she can talk
to you about this
anytime. Also, consider
offering her a way out: If she’s
at a party with drugs or alcohol, tell
her she can call you for a ride home at
any time, no questions asked.

Give guidance
Disagreements between parents and
adolescents are normal, but when
conflicts arise, it’s a good idea to stay
calm and think before you speak. Ask
your child specific questions about his
friends or his weekend plans, and
express concern about unsupervised
events. Teens are developing their own
identities, but they still need your
guidance.

Lessen stress
Sports, rigorous classes, jobs, and
social activities make for a busy schedule for most teens. Look for signs of too
much stress (headaches, irritability),
and offer to help your teenager balance
her schedule. Encourage her to leave
time for fun activities or just relaxing.
Have her chart her time for a week and
see where she can make changes.

DECLARING INDEPENDENCE
Teens may act as if they’re ready to
take on the world, but you still have
lots to teach them. Here are strategies
that will help your child with the
transition from high school to life
on her own:
■ Pass along money-management
skills, such as how to balance a checkbook, pay bills, and start a savings
account. Also, with credit cards being
offered to more young adults, teens
need to know the benefits as well as the
consequences of establishing credit.
■ Support your child’s interest in driving, but consider setting rules that go
beyond motor vehicle laws. For
example, you might limit the
number of passengers he
can take or place limits
on night driving. Let
him know that he
can’t talk on his cell
phone or text while he’s
driving (it’s against the law in

some states). Also, you can teach
responsibility and safety by having your
teen fill the tank regularly, take the car
for tune-ups, and learn to change a tire.
■ Suggest that your teenager get a
part-time job. Working will improve
her self-esteem and give her experience
for the future. Help her find a good
match, and make sure the job does not
take away from schoolwork and time
with friends.
■ Encourage your teen to stay involved
in sports, volunteer work, and afterschool clubs. These
activities can keep
him interested in
school and the
community, build
good character
traits, and help
him maintain healthy
behaviors.
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Testing
1-2-3

Ms. Gina Davenport, Principal

It’s test day! Is your teenager ready? Here are answers
to questions parents often have about test taking in high
school. Share this advice with your child to help him feel
confident and perform well on test day.

■

Q What does my high schooler need to keep in mind as he
prepares for tests?

■

A The first order of business is to know what will be on a
quiz or an exam. Your teenager should pay close attention
during class reviews and take any practice tests the teacher
or textbook offers.

eyeglasses. If permitted, she could bring a calculator (with
extra batteries), a healthy snack, and a water bottle.
Also, eating a good breakfast will give your
teen energy and keep her from feeling
anxious or shaky. Remind her that
caffeine could cause her to feel
nervous and jittery during a test.
Suggest that your high
schooler get to class early.
She’ll have a few extra minutes
to take out supplies, look over notes
one last time, and get focused.
Q How can my teen feel confident before and during an exam?
■
A Teach him relaxation techniques he can do during the test.
■

To review notes, your child might type highlights from
each day’s material into a computer file. Typing his notes will
help him remember them better, and he can use the file as a
study guide.
Encourage your teen to pace himself. Cramming is stressful and usually doesn’t result in real learning—only a temporary (and often spotty) memory of the material. Instead, he
should start preparing for tests as soon as they are announced.

■

Q Besides studying, what else should my child do before
a test?
A Urge her to get ready the night before. She can load up
■

her bag with any necessary test gear, such as pencils and

Deep, slow breaths and positive thoughts can increase his confidence. Example: “I am going to do well because I am prepared.”
Help your child avoid distractions by suggesting that he
keep his eyes on his own paper and not worry about students
who finish before he does. Remind him that faster doesn’t
mean better.
Finally, encourage your teen to stay active by making time
for 30–60 minutes of exercise each day. That will give him
more energy and help him feel less stressed.

■

Q What test-taking strategies can I share with my high
schooler?
A Help her budget her time. When she receives the test, she
■

should do a quick survey of the entire exam and consider how
long she will need for each section. She’ll want to allow more
time for harder portions or those that are worth the most points.
continued
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Advise your child to read all directions carefully. She
should never assume that she knows what the instructions
say. For instance, some questions may have more than one
correct answer.
Your high schooler can use any extra time to go back to
skipped questions and look for careless mistakes. She might
redo math calculations or double-check dates on history quizzes, for instance.

■

Q What special advice can I give my child for different
test formats?

■

A For true-false tests, it’s helpful to circle key words in the
question. If any part of a choice is false, the whole thing is
false. Encourage your teen to watch for tip-off words like
never, always, all, none, or only—they often indicate a “false”

answer. Words like usually, sometimes, and generally may be
clues that a “true” choice is correct. He should answer every
question — there’s at least a 50 percent chance a guess will
be right.
When taking a multiple-choice exam, your child might
read the question and try to answer it before looking at the
options. Then he can read
the choices, eliminate
those that are clearly
wrong, and select
the one closest to
his initial idea.
Remind him
not to leave any
answers blank (if
there’s no penalty
for wrong answers).
Even if he doesn’t
know the answer, he
has a 25 percent chance of
success when there are four choices.
For essay questions, suggest that your teen make an outline
of main ideas and supporting facts. All of his points should be
backed up with examples, and he shouldn’t stray from the
topic. Encourage him to reread the question halfway through
and at the end to make sure he has answered all parts. Finally,
he should go back and proofread carefully—spelling, grammar, and punctuation errors can lower his score.

SAT and ACT success
Are you hoping your teen will go to college? Here are valuable hints for helping her prepare for college entrance exams.

then, he should find out whether the colleges he’s applying
to require it.

Q Which test should my child take?
■
A She should check requirements at the colleges she might
■

Q How should my high schooler get ready for these tests?
■
A Have her start early! As a sophomore and junior, your
■

want to attend. Many students take both the SAT and the
ACT and send in their best scores. Your teen can also get
advice from her school counselor.

Q What do the tests include?
■
A The SAT has three parts: critical
■

reading, math, and writing. It includes
essay, multiple-choice, and open-ended
questions. The ACT has four multiplechoice sections: English, math, reading,
and science. There’s also an optional writing portion on the ACT (your child can
check at act.org to see which colleges
require or recommend it). Note: In spring
2016, the SAT essay portion will become
optional. If your teenager will take the SAT

teen can take the preliminary SAT (PSAT). In her junior
year, she might take a test-prep course at school, the library,
or a community center. She can also take practice tests to
familiarize herself with the format and questions. These are
available online (collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/sat for the
SAT and actstudent.org for the ACT) and in SAT or ACT
manuals (available at libraries and bookstores).
Q How can I help my teen have a positive
■
attitude toward the exam?

A Encourage him to think of the SAT or ACT
■

as a final leg of his high school career. He
should look forward to the pride and relief
he’ll feel when the test is over—and the results
that can help him get into the college of his
choice.
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Thinking Ahead to

College
Fast-forward to high school graduation. Will your teenager be off to college? The time to start planning is now!
Use this guide to help her choose the right high school
courses, find colleges that fit her needs, and figure out
how to pay for it. By sharing this information, you can start
a conversation about how to make her plans a reality.

Reaching beyond
the classroom
Plotting out classes

In addition to strong academic records, colleges look for
well-rounded students. Suggest activities like these.

Course requirements vary by college. Your teen should
work with her school counselor and check colleges she’s
interested in to be sure she’s getting the right mix, but at a
minimum she’ll need:
● Four years of
language arts
● Three to four
years of math,
including algebra I, algebra II,
and geometry
(which are covered on college
entrance exams), and higher-level math like calculus or statistics for engineering or pre-med majors
● Three to four years of science, plus physics or other higherlevel science for engineering or pre-med programs
● Two to three years of social studies
● Two to three years of the same foreign language
● At least one semester of arts, such as painting, dance, music,
or drama
➔ What about AP? Taking advanced placement classes or
dual enrollment courses (offered jointly by a high school and
a college) can give your teen a leg up. While the college your
child attends may or may not award credit for these classes,
challenging herself will build knowledge and make her applications stronger.

● Extracurriculars. Being involved gives your high schooler
a chance to develop interests and to be a team player. This is
true whether he’s in the school environmental club, plays a
sport, or joins a local singing group. Tip: Colleges prefer a
long-term commitment to one or two activities, rather than
hopping from one to another.
● Community service.
Focusing on a cause
will show that your
teen is passionate and
persistent, as well as a
good citizen. Suggest
he find ways to help on
issues that matter to him.
Say he’s interested in literacy. He might start by reading to little ones at the library and eventually hold a book drive to
benefit needy children.
● Employment.

A part-time job demonstrates responsibility
and will help your high schooler earn spending money for
now or for college. Encourage him to land an after-school or
summer job that fits his schedule and talents. The longer he
holds the job, the better for both his skill-building and his
college applications.
➔ Show leadership. Colleges like to see applicants who have
held leadership roles. Your teenager can do this by running
for club officer, playing a key role on a community service
project, or earning more responsible positions at work.
continued
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Choosing a college

Paying for it

With thousands of schools to choose from, your teen will
be able to find a great fit. These steps can help.

Tuition, room, board, books, and fees add up to a huge
investment. Here are ways to get the ball rolling on financing
college.

● Decide what’s important. Together, make a list of what to
consider, such as: programs offered, distance from home, city
vs. rural campus, size of student body, sports programs, Greek
life —and cost. Idea: Have her make a spreadsheet with those
factors across the top. As she considers colleges, she can enter
the information for each.

● Start the discussion. One of the best things you can do is to
talk honestly with your teen about how much you will contribute (if anything). Knowing the financial situation up front will
help him make the best decision.
● Look

at options. One idea for keeping costs down: Attend
community college and live at home for two years. Or he might
go to college nearby and live at home all four years. If he’s interested in more expensive colleges, don’t rule them out at this
point—those schools may award more aid than your state
schools do.

● Apply!

The biggest mistake is not
applying for aid. Most students get a
combination of grants, loans, workstudy, and scholarships. Fill out the
FAFSA financial aid form
(fafsa.ed.gov) as soon as
possible after January 1
in your child’s senior
year, as money may be
awarded first come, first
served. He’ll be notified of financial
aid packages after he’s accepted.
● Make

a list. Encourage her to read college guides, visit
school websites, talk to college students, attend college fairs,
and go to information sessions at her high school. Schedule
tours at nearby colleges —even if they’re not the ones she’s
planning to apply to—so she can get a feel for different types
of campuses. Then, try to visit ones she is serious about. Seeing campuses in person allows your teen to decide which one
is the best fit for her.

● Search

for scholarships. Beyond aid that colleges give, millions of dollars in scholarships are out there. Find options
through scholarship apps like Scholly or websites (bigfuture
.collegeboard.org/scholarship-search). Look for money earmarked for students like him, perhaps for trumpet players,
first-generation college students, or someone with a specific
medical condition. Or he might be eligible for scholarships
from your employer or religious group.
➔ Be loan smart. Review interest
rates and repayment terms before
signing. Also, consider the salaries for careers he’s interested
in vs. the monthly payments
he’ll have to cover. Tip: By
choosing certain jobs, such
as teaching in low-income
schools for at least five
years, he might not have to
pay back the full amount
(see studentaid.ed.gov/
repay-loans/forgiveness
-cancellation).

● Narrow

it down. Experts suggest applying to
two or three schools from each of three categories:
“reach” schools (harder to get into), “match”
schools (a good chance), and “safety” schools
(likely to be accepted). Note: Check with your
school counselor or with colleges to see if she
qualifies for waivers of the application fees.
➔ Apply early decision? Sometimes a student
is sure where she wants to go—and showing
that commitment may give her a better shot
at getting in. This can be a good option for
some kids. But it’s not a great choice if your
child needs financial aid. If accepted, she
won’t be able to compare financial aid offers
from other schools.
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